Subject: I am concerned for one of your fellow Peruvian guides, Augusto Benito Vargas

Please have either Augusto or his wife Patricia and/or their heirs contact me through my website www.just3ants.com that the Chinese authorities have decided to “ban” which I can only assume is because these most aware leaders currently in the world today, on a par with the best of the best of Israeli leadership increasingly moving towards a military dictatorship which isn’t bad considering the alternative civilian dictatorship who cannot get possibly worse in terms of their corruption and ineptness on the battlefields, want to help highlight the message of both peace and prosperity I am sharing with the world which proponents/advocates of war, beginning with the heavily corrupt US Government and their tyrants in places like Peru sitting atop very precious mineral resources beginning with gold and natural gas, do not want to see.

Sincerely,

Gary S. Gevisser
Ps – the first item you should note when first looking at the homepage of www.just3ants.com is the Israeli Military Intelligence report that all of you, given how I know how very excellent are most of you highly educated Peruvian guides, should be able to conclude not only makes a lot of sense but why those who profit from the US Government’s tyrants first and foremost terrorizing their citizens is to constantly intimidate the other tyrants in neighboring countries, don’t want to make their citizens aware of the fact that the VERY SIMPLE REASON Al Quaida have YET to attack the oil fields of Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, or for that matter, a “sitting duck” floating oil field such as the approximately 280 oil supertankers constantly on an extraordinarily slow journey, is because Asama Ben Ladin and Co. which includes the House of Saud who first funded Mr. Ben Ladin, know better than to “bite the hand that feeds them”.

Next you should note the relatively large number of individuals/groups in the carbon copy section of this communiqué.

Next you should look at this photo below taken in late February-early March 2002 with the Israeli Ambassador to Peru in the center and me on the far right with my wife’s and my precious and dearly missed Pypeetoe who traveled twice with me to Peru, the second time with my awesome French-Canadian wife, although Pypeetoe was not with Marie Dion Gevisser and me when we did the 5 or so day Inka trail hike ending with the sunrise walk in to Machu Picchu;
and of course this is how we first got to know Augusto as well as a good number of
the porters who we never got to know by name but they reminded me a lot of the
Bedouin in the Middle East who while non-Jewish represent the essence of the
“Wandering Jew”.

Traders throughout the world, apart from arms dealers, do not benefit either from
wars or fictitious borders that not only stifle trade but are the first phase in the
corruption of low level government workers who most often come from the poorest
of families and are used to first and foremost create “distrust“ in tight knit and the
most generous of the poor families who are unlike the filthy rich who are all about
“money, me, me, me” but it doesn’t take very long given how they see themselves
and their families in a “footrace” to steal as much as they can as quickly as possible
before “all hell breaks loose” to become so very hooked on money that has the
filthy rich “smiling from ear to ear”, understanding perfectly well that money is just
the best “means of exchange” to murder the cultures of the world’s most cultured
peoples beginning with all of you in what the westernized world refer to as the
“Third World”.

Take you time in reading what I last sent the eldest son of the immediate past
President of the New York State Bar Association; bearing in mind that Devin
Standard like his much lighter skinned father is a Black African American who has
chosen now very wisely to go quiet, knowing perfectly well that I have much than
“God” on my side, given how I have proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that
anyone who lies, steals or cheats, let alone those who think it smart to argue the
difference, quite obviously believe that they are if not “God” then the closest thing
to our Supernatural Being.
What impressed me most about Augusto was how he was so willing to challenge relatively young Occidentals, i.e. us “Lily White Wheaty Eaters” of European heritage, mostly of US bloodthirsty Americans who in failing to win on “killing fields” of America then quickly resorted to killing off the livestock of the American “Red Indians”.

Can you imagine if Columbus had in fact “discovered” India which was his goal, how much more savagery there would be in places like India increasingly teaming up with China commonly known to us Jewish People as “The Jews of the Orient”, and us sensitized Jewish people knowing perfectly that the unmentionable atrocities perpetrated by the US Government’s stooge Japanese dictators prior to the commencement of World Oil War II on the awesomely non-aggressive many peoples of China tend to overshadow the most extraordinary acts of loving kindness bestowed by the Japanese people including Japanese government officials to save as many Jewish lives during the abominable Jewish Holocaust.

It stands to reason that US Americans, so very quick to shoot, an excellent example is the blowing off of the head of a star American football player by members of his own unit who “sumhow” [sic] missed this large sized White as White Lily White Wheaty Eater who was most likely a carnivore like most of US Americans who now more so than ever “live to eat” but increasingly realizing the “game is up” and why it is that Americans traveling throughout the world are increasingly quieter; moreover not only staying more “at home” but running scared to places like Idaho where they think it will be safe to “hide out” until “things blow over”.

US Americans never seem to find the time to think how very quick we are to “embrace change” beginning with the big slogan of Obama that attracts so many “liberal” thinkers who of course find the most comfort with their right of right “conservative friends” who all make out “big time”, at least financially speaking, from big government that to “stay in business” has to strike fear in to the hearts and minds of the hard working poor, all the while drumming a note, pledging allegiance to what they all increasingly know is one big scam, hence the “liberal elite” along with their equally blood thirsty right wing brothers and sisters are packing their high horsepower engine SUVs and heading to places like Idaho, and I doubt very much they will have the time in their busy schedules to invite Obama and his wife for a meal.

US Americans, the big talkers, make up the worst natural fighters in the world and why you see so much shouting and screaming by American Staff Sergeants breaking down new recruits who come from mostly big government sponsored “broken homes” and while lacking discipline don’t come close to being as rude and insolent to their parents as rich Trust-Hush-Fund westerners.

Again, it is mostly US Americans who are quite convinced that the heavily corrupt US Government who only represent the world’s richest with no loyalty whatsoever
to country, race or religion just to the lazy, greedy people who butter their bread, and become just like their “sponsors” increasingly dependent on big government handouts, will always be able to maintain Uncle Sam’s out-of-control military-industrial-complex by having the poor of the world fight it out for the scraps in the poorest regions of the world.

So what exactly has stopped Augusto from continuing to communicate with me?

Not to mention that Augusto did not respond to this heavily broadcasted communiqué I sent him on April 25th,


Or for that matter this equally heavily broadcasted missive I sent him 6 days earlier on April 19th,


Or for that matter this equally heavily broadcasted missive I sent on February 12th,


Or for that matter this equally heavily broadcasted communiqué I sent him on January 1st,


Or for that matter this equally heavily broadcasted communiqué I sent him later in the day on January 1st,


Or for that matter this equally heavily broadcasted communiqué I sent him on December 11th, as well two on December 7th,


Or for that matter this equally heavily broadcasted communiqué I sent him on June 29th,

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Augusto-bought.htm
Hi Gary.

I understand what you say and also I realize better about how is mostly people in the states and in the another countries of the bad known first world, they do not see far away of their own eyes, that is why many of them do not want to be envolved in your thinking or ideas they believe everything is good and the entire world is happy and you know that is wrong.

When I said the media was responsible in some ways is because they do not show the true they just show what the goverments want, and we know how works this they take the money of the corruption that is why all of them have the same speech, a good example we have about that with the war against Irak.

About Chavez I said he was intelligent because he used some people to take the power as soon as he did it run his project, so the changes in some countries could work like that because if you are honest and let know your ideas openly there will be a lot of oposition, people is afraid to the changes because they are told about if they do something against the sistem their situation is going to be worst so that is another thing we have to considerate if we want to change something, people do not want to lose their priviliges.

Greetings.

Augusto.

Such an email in response to the email I sent him 3 days prior on June 25th,
I never got any "link".

There is something you can do to help.

What happened to that friend of yours?

What happened to the "dialogue" you and I had going where I last asked you about President Chavez?

Here I am "sticking my neck out" to help you folks who are so very poor and yet I cannot get you to act in a timely manner.

A good number of people who keep you poor are very happy to see how slow you are to react.

I am spelling out for you in simple English why your government is corrupt and it is not only your government.

It looks to me like President Chavez and very possibly your good English speaking friend is also corrupt because of how their target is consistently George Bush when the real enemy is the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel who are much more powerful and dangerous than George W. Bush could ever be given how they can use their Diamond Currency to corrupt people without a trace.

But I am beating them because they don’t know for sure who is on my "team" and as time passes by more people will join my "team" because the DAAC are corrupt and I am not.

You either need to get someone quickly to help you with your English or you need to simply sit still for a while and figure it all out.

There is of course nothing to stop you from emailing one person I know for sure would like to see me stopped although there are a number out there feeling very threatened by all the Public International Attention I am bringing to how corrupt they all are.

Neil Gould's email address is ngould@hkstar.com.

You can email him and ask him if he is behind this email you apparently got that allows people to file a complaint against me for exposing their corruption.
And before you reply to his reply email me first with what he says.

Gary

Which was in response to what he sent me on also on June 25th,

From: augusto benito vargas
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2007 7:40 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: FW: FILE YOUR COMPLAINT AGAINST GARY GEVISSEr ON THIS LINK

HI Gary.

what is this? there is some thing i could do to help?

Greetings.

Augusto

Could it be that Augusto who has a young son Carlos, who sustained a head injury, most likely playing soccer, but not necessarily is now intimidated?

If he and his entire family are now dead, do you think I should send flowers?

Have you listened carefully to my mother Zena’s record, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN, only available for public viewing on just3ants.com and of course follow along with the verbatim transcript recently transcribed by my one American programmer Adam L. Tucker who has now sold one t-shirt besides for the t-shirt I purchased, “I don’t lie, steal or cheat!” which as you may already know requires a “special order” since is only available in children sizes day one through 11 that could fit a young woman with an excellent figure.

Not to mention the sale he made to his friend Erin was t-shirt #3 that has a graphic along with the words, THE MEEK WITH TEETH SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH.

http://www.just3ants.com/dev/tshirts.php

Assuming you don’t hear from me again let me explain just two other things:

**First**, don’t be foolish enough to assume the “best” because you see a young Occidental wearing one or for that matter a whole bunch of tattoos, better yet one that is mostly hidden and better yet one that is hideously ugly, and they look so very “easy going” you know that “vanilla like”, who come in all shapes and sizes, carnivores as well as the much more deceptive “Wheaty eating crowd” who just nibble a lot “here and there” and look like they are just “going with the flow”, not very forceful in their opinions because they have no opinions about why they don’t
put down in “black and white” their non-existent “value system” all the while “making out” when of course finding the time when not having sex with an equally disconnected “lost soul” as they are so very “open minded” to everything, most of all against all forms of violence and at the same time pleading compassion, love and most of all kindness to those without a “value system”, leading you to believe, assuming you are a moron like them, that they are at worst “harmless” even if you conclude very quickly that they are “lost souls” at best.

In other words, assuming you are an independent thinker which is getting increasingly harder to imagine, remember to ask these imbeciles to explain how they can afford to be traveling to all the world’s exotic places that have yet to be decimated by US Americans, the world’s biggest consumers and polluters.

Next check to see if they and/or a family member are on the just3ants.com “$ hit list” [sic] list.

Next look at my last heavily broadcasted communiqué to a staff member of Harvard University by clicking the hyperlink below


**Second**, without me signing a declaration, under penalty of perjury, you should do your very best to accept that I didn’t get off a boat just yesterday, and that while I am not a member of Israeli Military Intelligence or the Mossad, there is not a single member of either organization made up of the smartest minds in the entire world who does not respect my strong opinions given how “well versed” I am in the true history of the modern State of Israel that begins with the fact that founders of the modern Jewish State whose names don’t all appear in the history books, beginning with my maternal great grandmother Nechie Badash, never forgot for a single moment, long before the death camp Auschwitz was built in Poland that World Oil War II which was simply a continuation of World Oil War I, was the ongoing “problem” of how to murder each and every last Jewish thinking person, period.

Nechie Badash, first learned to keep her mouth shut when her beloved parents hid her in a tiny closet moments before marauding Cossacks entered their very small home in the very tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland when they promptly slit the throats of Nechie’s parents and elder siblings leaving Nechie who was about age 8, an instant orphan; and can you imagine the shock when she eventually came out knowing that the silence that followed the Cossacks on a night out on the town killing Jews, meant only one thing.

The pogroms of Eastern Europe in the early to mid 1880s were not only shocking but shockingly few survived let alone one such as Nechie who would later be entrusted to raise her granddaughter, my mother Zena who knew better than to ever tell a single secret; the most consistent thing about my most loving and extraordinary mother who was blessed to have her multi-millionaire trader father, the favored son of Nechie, get his “runner” mother going “back and forth” between London, England and Tel-Aviv, Israel to return more permanently to England when
Zena was born on May 30th, 1929 where Nechie made a point while speaking little English which she was taught by my highly brilliant and literate mother, to share with Zena,

“the problems of the world... and the solutions to many of these problems.”

Click on “Zena's Memoirs”.

BTW did you know that “shyness” was “selfishness”?

Just a moment ago, 10:46 AM PS, a Lear Jet blew past the two oversized front windows of our cliff house and had I caught that moment even with our small Sony digital camera that doesn’t have the best telephoto lens I could have told you whether the pilot was wearing a moustache but not to the point of being able to figure out whether it was fake.

Earlier this morning my most beautiful so multi-talented walkin-talkin work-of-art, so beyond belief sexy wife had me very distracted although I was in “two minds” deciding to follow her on my super fast Ducati ST4S motorcycle or to enjoy the solitude of riding the most perfectly formed waves, picture perfect for my www.footsak.com waveski.

What helped make up my mind and just sit on our long comfortable Italian black leather couch was watching and listening to her cute French accent as she commented while trying on her almost completed purse whose main feature is one of her smaller oil paintings of cowboy on a bucking horse.

Not to mention very private MDG who is well-known to both Augusto and Patricia is very possibly going to be showing her awesome milk colored long muscled, perfectly toned
skier legs for the first time in a long time, as she and a handful of fellow artists who have been studying under Spanish master painter Sebastian Capella put on an art oil painting demonstration at the Del Mar Fair that is held annually at the Del Mar Race Track, another vehicle of corrupt big governments to redistribute the very little remaining wealth of the poor to the increasingly insensitive filthy rich who again rely on their stooges at the bottom the barrel who like the Del Mar City council aren’t smart enough to steal enough legally just enough to get them elected to then attend big parties given by the filthy rich who derive great satisfaction in seeing them grovel.

The cutest part was when MDG commented, “I might have to show my legs today, you are going to miss out!” as she looked herself in our living area mirror, her one light Ducati leather motorcycle jacket covering the most sexy blue and white flowered soft cotton dress I recently purchased for her and beneath that a pair of
narrow legged denim pants, her hair pulled back, making a point of turning slightly towards me, knowing that she looked a whole lot more than cool and then just as quickly was trotting down the stairs of our most awesome art filled gallery-studio cliff house, and like me, quickly looking again at the handful of surfers, who were waiting patiently in the water for the next set of waves to come in, before then pressing the button on the inside wall of the garage, and when I heard the words, “I am now ready”, I jumped to attention, raced down the stairs and wheeled out her super hot red Piaggio scooter with of course the video camera in hand that while of course annoying her did capture moments of her great smile, great look as she sped away up the alley.

Time to think!
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